The third paragraph of the letter of instructions communicated by Johns Hopkins to the trustees whom he had chosen to carry out his plans for a hospital in the city of Baltimore states that "it is my wish that the plan . . . shall provide for a hospital which shall, in structure and arrangement, compare favourably with any other institution of like character in this country or in Europe." What do you suppose the writer was thinking of when he penned that sentence? Had he in view any definite ideal, any mental picture of the institution which he proposed to establish, or was it merely an expression of a desire to give to his city the best thing that could be devised ? I have read that letter many times, have heard much of the ideas, hopes, and wishes which were expressed in the numerous conversations which preceded its preparation, and it seems to me that the writer had an ideal, and not a mere vague desire?an ideal which was no doubt somewhat misty, but which did not correspond to any existing hospital, and one which he did not attempt to define except in a few prominent points to which I shall presently refer. In most respects Johns Hopkins took the same course with his hospital which he did with his university, and deliberately refused to trammel with specific directions those whom he had chosen to carry out his plans; but this letter of instructions indicates, nevertheless, a conception of much more definite character, and one which had been the subject of more discussion and reflection than his scheme for a university. Whether 
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